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ABSTRACT

The Institute for Creation Research was established in 1970. It was founded by Henry Morris when Tim LaHaye invited him out to southern California to develop a Christian/creation based higher education institution. In 1981, the Institute for Creation Research as a Graduate School was officially independent from Christian Heritage College. The institute granted graduate degrees in Biology, Astro/Geophysics, Geology and Science Education for almost 30 years. By curriculum, the master’s degrees issued are Biology 36, Astro/Geophysics 11, Geology 11, and Science Education 24 (as of September 2003). Notable faculty and department chairs over the 30 years of service can be highlighted by curriculum. The years for the starting institute graduate school can be characterized as the founding first decade, the developing second decade, and the third decade of expansion.

Anyone that knows the history of ICRGS knows that its existence has been threaten from the beginning to the end except maybe for a hiatus in the middle with the help of Dr. Morris’ brainchild TRACS accreditation firm which was granted standing nationally. Even this nationally approved assessment was not enough. The ICRGS met its demise because of a planned and expected advantageous move from a political left leaning state California to one considered more conservative leaning, namely, Texas. Unfortunately, and ironically, this move for political reasons (pushed by evolutionists in the state of Texas) led to the cancelling of the graduate school’s ability to issue accredited Master of Science degrees.

Thus, since 2010, no science degree granting graduate school exists with one of the goals to study and promote a recent creation and biblical origins worldview. Is there no one in the Christian/creationist community like Henry Morris or his sons today that believes this endeavor is attainable or warranted no matter what the cost? Is the political pressure and governmental overreach too great to overcome? What are some practical steps that can be taken to revive this vision? As a community, even with our diverse opinions in creation theory, steps, even if small, need to be taken to re-establish such an education and research institution.
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Abstract
The Institute for Creation Research was established in 1970 founded by Henry Morris when Tim Lathay invited him to come and teach at a Christian higher education institution. In 1981, the Institute for Creation Research as a Graduate School was officially independent from Christian Heritage College. The Institute granted graduate degrees in Biology, Astro/Geophysics, Geology and Science Education almost 35 years. By curriculum, the Master of Science degrees have Biology 36, Astro/Geophysics 11, Geology 11, and Science Education 24 (as of September 2003). Notable faculty and department chair over the 30 years of service will be highlighted by curriculum. The 30 years for the starting institute graduate school can be characterized as the founding first decade, the developing second decade, and the third decade of separation years. Anyone that knows the history of ICRGS knows that its existence has been threatened from the beginning to the end except maybe for a hiatus in the middle with the help Dr. Morris TRACS Christian school accreditation form obtained standing nationally. It met its demise because of planned and expected advantageous move from a political left leaning community, namely, “Texas.” Unfortunately, and ironically, that move for political reasons led to the cancelling of the graduate school’s ability to issue accredited Master of Science degrees. Thus, since 2010, no science degree granting graduate school exists to one considered more conversative leaning, namely, “Texas.”

ICRGS Faculty and Graduates
Commonly critics of creationism, especially biblical creationism, argue that creationists do not have appropriate degrees from accredited institutions. This is verifiably shown to be untrue. All the ICRGS faculty of each department held terminal degrees from accredited state and private universities. Some of the more prestigious school names are Pennsylvania State, Harvard, UCLA, UC Berkeley, and Indiana University, University of Minnesota, University of Oklahoma, and Iowa State University. Likewise, the students/graduates of ICRGS have gone on to productive and successful careers in academia, research, and industry.

ICRGS Graduates Today
- Some graduates also completed PhDs and held teaching positions at the university level
- PhD candidate (Physical Science) at a big ten university
- Lead CAE and DV testing engineer at an automotive lighting supplier
- Licensed geologist working as field engineering geologist
- Several graduates participate in creation ministries
- Primary/secondary/home school science teachers
- Naturopathic practice and clinic
- Occupational therapist
- Software engineer
- Electron microscope technician/expert and microscope sales
- A county agricultural commissioner

Proposals for Creation Origin based Graduate School

1 Conventional Liberal Arts Undergraduate/Graduate System
- Funding by tuition, endowments, sponsors
- Accountable to a governing board influenced by the above list

2 Graduate Research School with Applied/Basic Research tracks
- Funding by tuition, other Christian colleges and industry Christian sponsors
- Accountable to a governing board influenced by the above list

3 Graduate School with Creation Outreach Organization (i.e., original ICR structure)
- Funding by tuition and the activities and publications of the organization
- Accountable to a governing board

4 Creation Graduate School supported and participated by more than just Recent Creationists
- Funding by tuition and the greater community of creationism
- Accountable to a governing board of representatives of each creation viewpoint

Pros/Cons of Proposals

1 The conventional liberal arts college feeding into an associate graduate school may not have a unified focus to sustain this unique graduate school
2 This model has promise if a core of industry sponsors are dedicated to support the basic creation research simultaneously benefiting from the sponsored applied research, student internship and future employees.
3 This model has proved to be successful but may need to consider a political arm to engage the government and public opinion that this form of science-education is also protected by the 1st amendment.
4 The last option may increase favorable support and funding by a larger portion of the Christian community, but maintaining an atmosphere of productive engagement and balance between the spectrum of creationists i.e. recent vs. progressive creationist views on the faculty could prove to be difficult.

It is vital to have a healthy and productive environment for Biblical creation research through an institution of higher learning for the advancement of the creation model and to invest in the next generation of creation scientists. Even if as Biblical creationists our theoretical details of the model of creation differ, we should be willing to open them up for constructive criticism, debate and investigation. An advance degree institution is the best venue to do this.